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Start Your Own Customer 
Loyalty Program  

 The airlines have their frequent flyer miles, grocery stores offer certain 

reduced prices for card-carrying customers, office supply stores send 

discount coupons, hotels give upgrades to returning travelers – it 

seems most of the places where we spend our money make it 

worthwhile to keep coming back. How can we translate this loyalty 

mindset into our relationships with clients? Michael Alter has some 

insights that will get you started on creating a loyalty program of 

your own. Jack LaRue shares his thoughts about choosing the right 

business gift. And Allan Boress shows us how to implement a team 

selling approach that can bring in new clients or allow you to provide 

additional services to existing clients. All of today's articles will give you 

food for thought as you look forward to the week ahead.  
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 Long-term Customer Loyalty Pays Off  

 

  

Have you ever wondered why almost every retailer has some 

variation of a customer loyalty program? Research studies have 

proven time and again that loyal clients spend more and provide 

free word-of-mouth advertising.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Gifts That Keep on Giving  

 

  

Nearly all of us give business-related gifts from time to time. Maybe 

you need to thank an employee who has gone above and beyond, 

or maybe you need to thank a client. Whatever the reason, 

choosing just the right gift can be a challenge.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Team Selling: Is It Worth It?  

 

  

Team selling is a very powerful tool when orchestrated correctly. 

Unfortunately, more often than not, team selling can backfire and 

cause sales to be lost, rather than won.  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 

 

   

 

 
 

 Platt Group Principals Michael Platt and Kelly Platt 

discuss the newly released 2013 IPA Top 100 list.  

   
 

 Excel expert David Ringstrom, CPA, has a time-saving tip 

for accessing Excel's help window.  

   
 

 Stephanie Maxwell, David Steiner, and Scott Stein of 

PwC, explain how your tax department can leverage big 

data.  

   
 

 Robert A. Raiola, CPA, Sports & Entertainment Group, 

Fazio, Mannuzza, Roche, Tankel, LaPilusa, LLC, talks 

with us about boxer Manny Pacquiao's tax situation.  

  

   

 

 

 

 

Social Media Guide 

for Accountants  

 

 

 
 

  Will you be attending 

AccountingWEB 

Live! this year?  

 
 

 

 

Watch the 

AccountingWEB 

Live! video trailer  

Learn about the 

groundbreaking virtual 

conference that gives 

you the experience of 

attending a major 

national conference 

without having to travel 

or leave your office.  
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